
Do you ever get paralyzed with fear when faced with making a big life 
decision? Tap in to your intuitive intelligence and make opportunities 
work for you with Paul O’Brien’s tools and advice. 

Incorporating O’Brien’s Visionary Decision-Maker tools, readers will:
• Create their own definition of success — and achieve it!
• Learn how to cultivate a better intuition
• Recognize and attract synchonicities in their life
• Learn the secret to making the right moves at the right time
• Begin channeling powerful archetypes for success

The next time a window of opportunity opens don’t miss it because of 
impulsiveness or hesitation. Using the synchronicity principle will help 
you transition out of stagnant situations and into dynamic action steps. 
Making wiser decisions and improving your timing ensures success—
professionally and personally. Learn how to access your intuition when 
you need it most!
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Paul O’Brien is an entrepreneurial strategist, 
philosopher, and raconteur who invented 
divination software and created the world’s 
largest astrology and divination ecommerce 
business, Tarot.com. He is a sought-after 
advisor, interview subject, and speaker, as 
well as author of The Visionary I Ching: A 
Book of Changes for the 21st Century and the 
Visionary I Ching app for smartphones.  
 
He is the executive Director of the 
Divination Foundation (Divination.com), 
and for 30 years he has hosted Pathways 
radio, an interview 
program focused on 
personal and cultural 
transformation (podcast 
on Divination.com and 
iTunes). He currently 
lives in Portland, 
Oregon.
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“If you’re looking for an edge in decision-making in all aspects 
of life, Intuitive Intelligence is the book for you. Paul O’Brien 

provides practical guidance that you won’t learn in grad school, 
and he himself has ‘walked the walk’ in his own successful 

business. O’Brien emphasizes an important idea that is often 
overlooked in traditional education: Logic and reason are only 

part of the equation. A critical, complementary tactic is to follow 
methods of ‘knowing’ that transcend logic. O’Brien clearly 

explains why.” —Mark Gober, author of An End to Upside Down 
Thinking 

 
“In Intuitive Intelligence, author Paul O’Brien offers a profound 

way to look deep inside oneself to make better decisions with 
better timing powered by the genius of our gut intuition.”

—Whitney Vosburgh, coauthor of Work the Future! Today and 
Work the Future! Today 2019 Pocket Pal 


